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Writing your first piece of LATEX 
The first step is to create a new LATEX project. You can do this on your own computer by 
creating a new .tex file; alternatively, you can start a new project in Overleaf. 

Let’s start with the simplest working example, which can be opened directly in Overleaf: 

\documentclass{article} 

\begin{document} 

First document. This is a simple example, with no  

extra parameters or packages included. 

\end{document} 

 

Adding comments 
LaTeX is a form of “program code”, but one which specializes in document typesetting; 
consequently, as with code written in any other programming language, it can be very 
useful to include comments within your document. A LATEX comment is a section of text 
that will not be typeset or affect the document in any way—often used to add “to do” 
notes; include explanatory notes; provide in-line explanations of tricky macros or comment-
out lines/sections of LaTeX code when debugging. 

To make a comment in LATEX, simply write a % symbol at the beginning of the line, as 
shown in the following code which uses the example above: 

\documentclass[12pt, letterpaper]{article} 

\title{My first LaTeX document} 

\author{Hubert Farnsworth\thanks{Funded by the Overleaf team.}} 

\date{August 2022} 

\begin{document} 

\maketitle 



 

We have now added a title, author and date to our first \LaTeX{} 

document! 

 

% This line here is a comment. It will not be typeset in the 

document. 

\end{document} 

 

Bold, italics and underlining 
Next, we will now look at some text formatting commands: 

• Bold: bold text in LaTeX is typeset using the \textbf{...} command. 
• Italics: italicised text is produced using the \textit{...} command. 
• Underline: to underline text use the \underline{...} command. 

The next example demonstrates these commands: 

Some of the \textbf{greatest} 

discoveries in \underline{science}  

were made by \textbf{\textit{accident}} 

 

Adding images 
In this section we will now look at how to add images to a LATEX document—note that you 
need to upload images to your Overleaf project. 

The following example demonstrates how to include a picture: 

\documentclass{article} 

\usepackage{graphicx} %LaTeX package to import graphics 

\graphicspath{{images/}} %configuring the graphicx package 

  

\begin{document} 

The universe is immense and it seems to be homogeneous,  

on a large scale, everywhere we look. 

 

% The \includegraphcs command is  

% provided (implemented) by the  

% graphicx package 

\includegraphics{universe}   

  

There's a picture of a galaxy above. 

\end{document} 

 

 

 


